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Dear Friends,
Until you can be present as ‘yourself’, your next step cannot be effectively
revealed and empowered by your Archetypal resources. Doesn’t this make
sense? If you are not centered, grounded, and bubbled in a NOW that is too small
for stories, then your energy and attention are hijacked by the stories, opinions,
and ‘needs’ of the survival strategy of your Box and Gremlin. You remain
hookable, easily sucked into Low Drama Gremlin feeding frenzies. You probably
already know this from your own experience. The result is an ordinary ‘human’
existence, determined by your circumstances, defined by your culture and times.
This, of course, is not ‘bad’. But you would probably not be reading these words if
something else was not calling to you. 

 
There are so many potentials waiting for extraordinary Teams to hop in, press
down on the accelerator, and take off into new human territories, territories which
themselves are merely launching pads for further currently undefined exploration
and development. Yes, Teams of Possibilitators are already exploring together, for
example in Bridge-Houses, EHP Dojos, Rage Clubs and Fear Clubs doing
amazing work. Yet these are first steps. Here is an invitation to consider taking
next steps in which you provide the Nonmaterial Value of what you already are.
You are already precious beyond measure.
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For example, think about a group of people trying to live together on the moon, or
not long after that, on the planet Mars. If these people use Standard Human
Intelligence Thoughtware (S.H.I.T.), how long before a military-style patriarchal
hierarchy will be enforced to suppress projections, contaminated egostates,
competition, jealousies, expectations and revenge? Astronauts do not know the
difference between the Old and New Thoughtmap Of Four Feelings! Astronauts
do not distinguish between Feelings and Emotions! They don’t know about Torus
Technology or the Purple Card or Resistance Decision Making, and they do not
distinguish Psychopaths or people with Disjointments. 

 
A Mars colony will fail unless its cultural thoughtware is matured out of Patriarchy
and into Archiarchy. But such a shift includes building Matrix through many
Emotional Healing Process (EHP) Liquid States and authentic adulthood initiatory
processes. NASA does not know about any of this yet. However, they are now
researching to find out! Read the following excerpt from the official NASA website:

 
NASA is looking for healthy, motivated U.S. citizens or permanent residents who
are non-smokers, 30-55 years old, and proficient in English for effective
communication between crewmates and mission control. Applicants should have
a strong desire for unique, rewarding adventures and interest in contributing to
NASA’s work to prepare for the first human journey to Mars.

 
The deadline for applicants is Tuesday, 2 April 2024. https://chapea.nasa.gov

 
Crew selection will follow additional standard NASA criteria for astronaut
candidate applicants. A master’s degree in a STEM field from an accredited
institution (STEM stands for Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math. These
four fields share an emphasis on innovation, problem-solving, and critical
thinking.) with at least two years of professional STEM experience or a minimum
of one thousand hours piloting an aircraft is required. Candidates who have
completed two years of work toward a doctoral program in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics, completed a medical degree, or a test pilot
program will also be considered. With four years of professional experience,
applicants who have completed military officer training or a bachelor of science
degree in a STEM field may be considered.

 
Can you imagine what could change if one or two of the candidates were
Possibilitators using upgraded Archan thoughtware from Possibility
Management? 

 
This NASA invitation is only one of thousands of doorways standing before us
right now. What do you need for your next steps? What do you need to become
present as yourself and take action?

 
As has been said, “Ad astra.” Why not? We are stardust.

 
Love from Clinton, Anne-Chloé, and the General Memetics Team
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A Comet Shower of S.P.A.R.K.s

SPARK 243: 
Your mind is incapable of protecting you

 from feeling fear. 
Even if you love your mind and your ability to talk to yourself inside of your own
head… even if your mind was overfed information at school and rewarded for
confining your thinking to the school’s thought limits… even if you regard your
chattering thought-world as a comfortable and familiar home for yourself… your
‘bothersome’ heart continues...

SPARK 244: 
Saying what you feel changes nothing unless you use

your feelings to change something.
Hitting Bottom and staying there is your graduation from Phase 1 to Phase 2 of
Feelings Work. Whereas in Phase 1 of Feelings Work you learned how to
Consciously Feel and say what you are feeling, in Phase 2 of Feelings Work you
use the energy and information of your Conscious Feelings to change things ...

SPARK 245: 
Radical Relating becomes possible the moment you

Hit Bottom.
The ‘Bottom’ is not something that you ‘hit’. It is something that you feel. Few
people can Practice or Experiment until they have Hit Bottom and are forced to
acknowledge ‘the horror’ of their situation. [...] From the viewpoint of the ordinary
sleeping world, to 'Hit Bottom' means to be a ‘failure’...

 

All S.P.A.R.K.s
 

 

Subscribe to weekly S.P.A.R.K.s
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Events

Out Now!

Four Feelings And What
To Do With Them 
by Valerie Lankford, 
Foreword and extensive
Afterword by Clinton Callahan

This book includes Valerie Lankford’s
ground-breaking Four Feelings
pamphlet, plus seven empowering
articles from Lankford’s decades of
experience as a Licensed Clinical
Professional Counselor (L.C.P.C.),
and a Clinical Teaching Member of
the International Transactional
Analysis Association. In a startling
Foreword and an extensive Afterword,
Clinton Callahan – originator of
Possibility Management – reveals
how Valerie Lankford’s Thoughtmap
of Four Feelings is nothing less than
the seed crystal that is catalyzing
regenerative human cultures on
Earth.

 

Buy 'Four Feelings'
 

Join Worktalk

WORKTALK: Memetic
Speaking
Friday 1 March @8-9.30pm CET 
In this WorkTalk, we will
distinguish Memetic Speaking from
other forms of spaceholding, build
new sensitivity to detect memes in
yourself and others, and practice the
skills of building new worlds out of
new memes! 

This Worktalk is specifically aimed at
Spaceholders who wish to navigate
personal and cultural transformations
to a regenerative culture through
thoughtware upgrades. You will enjoy
this space if you want to learn more
about the useful power of memes.
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Join Worktalk

WORKTALK: Prepare For
Radical Relating - in English
translated into Polish
Sunday 3 March @6-7.30pm CET 
We invite you to bring your
questions about Love, Women,
Men, Connection, Sisterhood, Sex
and Power that you have wanted to
ask but never got useful answers. We
will journey with you discovering what
you want - not what the 'child' part or
'Gremlin' part wants - and how to
create Radical Relating. Radical
Relating is an important aspect of
Archan Relating. 

Upcoming ETBs & Labs & More
Click on each flyer to go to the Event page and the registration procedure.

Thank you!

Women of Earth Labs

Women sourcing Archiarchy.

Lab in Brazil

The dates are 16-20 March 2024.
The place is São Paulo, Brazil.
The Trainers are Vera Franco and
Anne-Chloé Destremau.
 
You can register here:
https://forms.gle/M6cQLErLugx3RSS
e9

Lab in Germany

The dates are 26-30 June 2024.
The place is Nuremberg, Germany.
The Trainers are Vera Franco and
Anne-Chloé Destremau.
 
You can register here:
https://possibilitymanagement.org/eve
nt?eid=220

Women! It is time for us to start over.
We start over in a different cultural context. Our new beginning originates in

consciousness, radical-responsibility, and interdependence. Our new beginning
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is born from our reclaimed Dignity and Arrogance. When Women respect their
Feelings, their Bodies, their Voice enough, what emerges is a stand for a

regenerative culture on Planet Earth.

ETB & PLab in Freiburg, May 2024
Expand The Box: 1-5 May, 2024

Possibility Village Lab: 8-12 May, 2024

Summer Archiarchy Fest:
ETB & 2 Labs & AMF in Warsaw - Poland, August 2024

Expand The Box: 14-18 August, 2024
Possibility Village Lab: 21-25 August, 2024

Gameworld Builder Lab: 28 Aug. - 1 Sept., 2024
Archiarchy Makers Fair: 4-8 September, 2024
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Possibility Creation Village
Ask for and give Possibility, share your
research, and celebrate your gold. Great
collaborations and projects were born there.
Join at this link:
https://t.me/+ViEuN7pEHlcSDlCv

Possibility Management Events
Have access to the latest PM-related Events by
Possibilitators from around the world as well as
offering your own Events where you deliver your
Nonmaterial Value. Join at this link:
https://t.me/+8fJY9XlnYdkwNTRi

Possibility Management Healing
Village
Possibility Management Healing Village has
evolved. Joining the Village starts in the EHP
APPRENTICES. There you learn Basic Skill
necessary to go through life-changing EHP. Join
at this link: https://t.me/+COzXWiD1vPxhMmIx

All ETB & Lab Calendar
Expand The Box, Possibility Lab, Feelings
Practitioners Lab, Intimacy Journeyer Lab,
Heal From School Lab, Vision Quest Lab...
Find the Training you need in your area!
Link:
https://possibilitymanagement.org/calendar/
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All Online & Offline Events
WorkTalks, Workshops, Rage Clubs, Fear
Clubs, Study Groups, PTeams, ...
Get electrified! With other Possibiliators!
Around the world!
Link: https://teamup.com/ksv2xq34sxiagcuei1

General Memetics
1724 Broadway, 80302, Boulder
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